
Growth models



How do Power law DDs arise?

(1) GROWTH :
Starting with a small number of nodes (n0) at every 
timestep we add a new node with m (<=n0) edges 
(connected to the nodes already present in the 
system).

(2) PREFERENTIAL ATTACHMENT :
The probability Π that a new node will be connected 
to node i depends on the connectivity ki of that node

A.-L.Barabási, R. Albert, Science 286, 509 (1999)
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One Possible Answer: The Barabási-Albert Model of Preferential 
Attachment (Rich gets Richer)



Time evolution of degree



Time evolution of degree 
(Preferential attachment)

t=i, k=m



Time evolution of degree

i=10



Random attachment 



i=10

m=20



Time evolution of degree



Time evolution of degree (random)

Oldest  node has advantage 

Less competition 

High competition

Explains log term



Snapshot  

Fix the timestep

Degree of a node at t, which joined at time i

At time 200, degree of a node that joins at i= 100

t=200

i



i

Preferential attachment 

Find all the nodes at time t, 
whose degree is <= k (say 40)

k

Power law



Snapshot  

Fix the timestep

Degree of all the nodes joining before i

At time 200, degree of a node that joins at i= 100

t=200

i

k



Random attachment 



Degree distribution



Preferential attachment 



Discrete time solution
Rate equation
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Preferential attachment 



Barabási-Albert Model

Number of 
nodes of 
degree (k-1) 

Number of 
nodes of 
degree k 

Number of nodes 
of degree k+1 

outfluxinflux

▪ Joining of a node results 
▪ shift in the k degree nodes to (k+1)
▪ shift in the (k-1) degree nodes to k

IEEE INFOCOM 2010



Barabási-Albert Model

Rate Equation or Master equation:

Discrete time framework





Barabási-Albert Model



Price’s model

• Directed graph

• Citation network 





Rate equations




